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Who are we ?
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Alessandro Bacchetta 
(Pavia)

Wim Cosyn 
(FIU)

Felix Ringer 
(ODU/JLab)

Anna Staśto 
(Penn State)

We solicit overarching questions/topics from 
the EIC community for discussions involving 
both theorists and experimentalists.  

Please submit questions for the EIC User 
Group's Theoretical Physics Working Group 
using google form from the wiki page  

Theory Working Group

Any input is welcome, thank you for your help!

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eicug/index.php/Theory

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc-ooQxJOk0rowqThiZ62fb4-ZWJizGFonOhA9bbE0LJ0IfnQ/viewform
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Activities: topics and speakers
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Radiative corrections Diffractive minima

Good-Walker picture

Diffraction and light nuclei

Polarized Bethe-Heitler

Barbara Badełek 

Jianwei Qiu

Andrei Afanasev

Heikki Mantysaari 

Peter Steinberg

Bjoern Schenke 

Spencer Klein

Matteo Rinaldi

Beyond single photon approximation 

(lessons from low/intermediate energies)

Jose Manuel Udias
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Radiative corrections
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Mo & Tsai and Dubna schemes

Lowest order radiative processes
BB, Bardin, Kurek, Scholz, Z.Phys. C66 (1995) 591

Mo and Tsai scheme: b) – d)
L.W. Mo, Y.S. Tsai, Rev.Mod.Phys.41 (1969) 205; SLAC-PUB-848 (1971)

Dubna scheme b) – g) but replaces e) – g) by:
A.A. Akhundov et al., Fortschr. Phys. 44(1996) 373
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Radiative corrections
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Mo & Tsai and Dubna schemes

Practicalities

At (unpolarised) DIS: d
2�meas

dQ2dx
= f

⇥
Fel(Q

2), Fqel(Q
2), FL(x,Q

2), F2(x,Q
2)
⇤

Here:
Fel(Q

2) – target elastic form factor
Fqel(Q

2) – target quasi-elastic form factor
FL(x,Q

2), F2(x,Q
2) – DIS structure functions

must be known for xmeas < x < 1, 0 < Q2 < Q2
max

In case of polarised DIS, also g1(x,Q
2), g2(x,Q

2)
must be included in the x-section d2�meas/(dQ

2dx)

TERAD provides only inclusive radiative corrections (cross sections)!!!!

Measurements are corrected event-by-event by a radcorr factor
⌘(x,Q2) = �1�/�meas

Different input functions were collected for p, d and nuclear targets

Attention! Elastic radiative tail which fakes inelastic one!

TERAD used in NMC, SMC, COMPASS;
exact calculations =) tables =) 2-D interpolation
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Mo & Tsai and Dubna schemes

Mo and Tsai scheme: FERRAD...cont’d
Here: �meas = v�1� + �tails = v�1� + �inel + �el + �qel
v – virtual corrections + soft photon emission.

Range of kinematical variables from which the radiative tails contribute to the cross section
measured at the point A(Q2

, ⌫); parallel lines: W = const

Even if we measure at DIS, information on
FL, F2 (or R, F2) needed down to Q

2 =0!
Weak dependence of ⌘(x, y) = �1�/�meas on �
(here E = 280 GeV). We took � = 0.1% E

BB, Bardin, Kurek, Scholz, Z. Phys. C66 (1995) 591
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Radiative corrections : consistency between schemes
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Mo & Tsai and Dubna schemes

FERRAD vs TERAD (µp, 280 GeV)

⌘(x, y) = �1�/�meas ⌘F /⌘T
open symbols = FERRAD open symbols = FERRAD without ⌧ ⌧̄ , qq̄
closed symbols = TERAD closed symbols = full FERRAD

BB, Bardin, Kurek, Scholz, Z. Phys. C66 (1995) 591
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Outlook for the EIC: updates for the low  neededQ2
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Outlook

Outlook

In the precision RC calculations a part of systematic uncertainties
come from a choice of the input information.

We have a collection of expressions for Q2 ! 0 extrapolations for:

F p
2 (x,Q

2) =) to be updated

F p
L(x,Q

2) =) updated recently

gp1 (x,Q2) =) to be updated

form factors, suppression factors =) to be updated (not discussed here)

These expressions are valid at low x, appropriate for the EIC

=) update of F p
2 and gp1 to be done “soon”
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Radiative corrections
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QED radiative corrections vs. QED radiative contributions
q QED radiative corrections – historical approach: 

§ The correction factors RQED and σX should not depend on the hadron structure that we wish to extract, 
and they can be systematically calculated in QED to high precision (not satisfied); 

§ The effective scale Q2
true for the Born cross section σBorn should be large enough to keep the “true” 

scattering within the DIS regime (questionable); 

Liu, Melnitchouk, Qiu, Sato
2008.02895, 2108.13371

§ Extraction of              is an inverse problem                  

q QED radiative contributions – our proposed solution: 

§ Infrared sensitive QED contributions – divergent as                      , are absorbed to universal LDFs and LFFs 
<latexit sha1_base64="WEoGmGN0MrQDooeWikerNll6LZk=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqs6Uoi4Lbly2YB/YDiWT3mlDM5khyQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJfecIBFcG9f9dnIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpMerjVaNnYuL2iyW37C5A1omXkRJkqPeLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4U6oMZwJnhV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLU/XVw8IxdWGZAwVvZJQxbq740pjbSeRIGdjKgZ6VVvLv7ndVMT3vpTLpPUoGTLj8JUEBtxHp8MuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY0sq2BK81cjrpFUpe9flaqNaqlWyOvJwBudwCR7cQA3uoQ5NYCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufCxHc062cwp/4Hz+AHgmkBc=</latexit>

me/Q ! 0

§ Infrared safe QED contributions – finite as                      , are calculated order-by-order in power of a
<latexit sha1_base64="WEoGmGN0MrQDooeWikerNll6LZk=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqs6Uoi4Lbly2YB/YDiWT3mlDM5khyQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJfecIBFcG9f9dnIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpMerjVaNnYuL2iyW37C5A1omXkRJkqPeLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4U6oMZwJnhV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLU/XVw8IxdWGZAwVvZJQxbq740pjbSeRIGdjKgZ6VVvLv7ndVMT3vpTLpPUoGTLj8JUEBtxHp8MuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY0sq2BK81cjrpFUpe9flaqNaqlWyOvJwBudwCR7cQA3uoQ5NYCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufCxHc062cwp/4Hz+AHgmkBc=</latexit>

me/Q ! 0

§ Power suppressed contributions as                      , are neglected
<latexit sha1_base64="WEoGmGN0MrQDooeWikerNll6LZk=">AAAB8XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqs6Uoi4Lbly2YB/YDiWT3mlDM5khyQil9C/cuFDErX/jzr8xbWehrQcCh3PuJfecIBFcG9f9dnIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx3dxvP6HSPJYPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1FjpMerjVaNnYuL2iyW37C5A1omXkRJkqPeLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4U6oMZwJnhV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLU/XVw8IxdWGZAwVvZJQxbq740pjbSeRIGdjKgZ6VVvLv7ndVMT3vpTLpPUoGTLj8JUEBtxHp8MuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY0sq2BK81cjrpFUpe9flaqNaqlWyOvJwBudwCR7cQA3uoQ5NYCDhGV7hzdHOi/PufCxHc062cwp/4Hz+AHgmkBc=</latexit>

me/Q ! 0

Predictive power:  Universality of LDFs and LFFs, their evolution, calculable hard parts
Neglect power corrections

Jianwei Qiu
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Radiative corrections: QED/QCD factorization
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Inclusive lepton-hadron deep inelastic scattering (DIS)

§ No DIS “Structure Functions”!
Concept of one-photon exchange

§ QED & QCD contribution are  
factorized at the same scale:  µ

<latexit sha1_base64="/LsU6zmnVizzJwlX9Y+J/fXHV4k=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdSnCYBFbKCUpRV0W3bhsoS9oYphMJ+3QyYOZiRhKV278FTcuFHHrN7jzb5y2WWjrgYHDOfdy5xwvZlRI0/zWVlbX1jc2c1v69s7u3r5xcNgWUcIxaeGIRbzrIUEYDUlLUslIN+YEBR4jHW90M/U794QLGoVNmcbECdAgpD7FSCrJNU4KD+51CTbuKkVbt2UEbb2QlmzC2LnbLLpG3iybM8BlYmUkDzLUXePL7kc4CUgoMUNC9Cwzls4YcUkxIxPdTgSJER6hAekpGqKACGc8izGBZ0rpQz/i6oUSztTfG2MUCJEGnpoMkByKRW8q/uf1EulfOWMaxokkIZ4f8hMGVdxpJ7BPOcGSpYogzKn6K8RDxBGWqjldlWAtRl4m7UrZuihXG9V8rZLVkQPH4BQUgAUuQQ3cgjpoAQwewTN4BW/ak/aivWsf89EVLds5An+gff4AhTCV8Q==</latexit>

(xB , Q
2) ! (y, `0T )

§ Corrections suppressed by power 
<latexit sha1_base64="EDXMfT47UR0G3bd6kKo7X3h0qyI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduBotYNzUpRV0W3Lis0Bc0MdxMJ+3QyYOZiVhCf8WNC0Xc+iPu/BunbRZaPXDhcM693HuPn3AmlWV9GYW19Y3NreJ2aWd3b//APCx3ZZwKQjsk5rHo+yApZxHtKKY47SeCQuhz2vMnN3O/90CFZHHUVtOEuiGMIhYwAkpLnlmu2hcO5fzMa5/fO8CTMXhmxapZC+C/xM5JBeVoeeanM4xJGtJIEQ5SDmwrUW4GQjHC6azkpJImQCYwogNNIwipdLPF7TN8qpUhDmKhK1J4of6cyCCUchr6ujMENZar3lz8zxukKrh2MxYlqaIRWS4KUo5VjOdB4CETlCg+1QSIYPpWTMYggCgdV0mHYK++/Jd06zX7sta4a1Sa9TyOIjpGJ6iKbHSFmugWtVAHEfSIntALejVmxrPxZrwvWwtGPnOEfsH4+AY2A5M8</latexit>

(1/`0T )
↵

q Inclusive production of single high pT lepton in lepton-hadron collision:

X

<latexit sha1_base64="E/FyVENwGYI/8ue/djPIcsqt61U=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4r2FZoQ9lsJ+3S3STsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikq+NUMeywWMTqMaAaBY+wY7gR+JgopDIQ2Aumt7nfe0KleRw9mFmCvqTjiIecUZNLAxRiWK25dXcBsk68gtSgQHtY/RqMYpZKjAwTVOu+5ybGz6gynAmcVwapxoSyKR1j39KIStR+trh1Ti6sMiJhrGxFhizU3xMZlVrPZGA7JTUTverl4n9ePzXhjZ/xKEkNRmy5KEwFMTHJHycjrpAZMbOEMsXtrYRNqKLM2HgqNgRv9eV10m3Uvat6875ZazWKOMpwBudwCR5cQwvuoA0dYDCBZ3iFN0c6L86787FsLTnFzCn8gfP5AwuEjjQ=</latexit>

`
<latexit sha1_base64="Df89xS43Tn3h7XbDJ+MaR2xr9hc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0lKUY8FLx4rmLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qil9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJSyeZYuizRCSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4bu63n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqzk91CIy3654lbdBcg68XJSgRzNfvmrN0hYFqM0TFCtu56bmmBKleFM4KzUyzSmlI3pELuWShqjDqaLY2fkwioDEiXKljRkof6emNJY60kc2s6YmpFe9ebif143M9FtMOUyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfEo2BG/15XXSqlW962r9oV5p1PI4inAG53AFHtxAA+6hCT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AbSOOZQ==</latexit>

`0

<latexit sha1_base64="r41XBfUifQFIOJ+al8ATxLHPfJI=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyUoi4Lbly2YB/QDpJJ77SxmcyQZIQy9AvcuFDErZ/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoPJ7dzvPqHSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip1XwoV9yquwBZJ15OKpDD5r8Gw5ilEUrDBNW677mJ8TOqDGcCZ6VBqjGhbEJH2LdU0gi1ny0WnZELqwxJGCv7pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgkxE1Y73qzcX/vH5qwhs/4zJJDUq2/ChMBTExmV9NhlwhM2JqCWWK210JG1NFmbHdlGwJ3urJ66RTq3pX1XqrXmnU8jqKcAbncAkeXEMD7qAJbWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxjBacfOYU/sD5/AGnt4zN</latexit>

P

<latexit sha1_base64="PBQT/1eO2FEkeoKOZ9nO7PFbXGk=">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</latexit>

d�`(�`)P (S)!`0X =
1

2s

��M`(�`)P (S)!`0X

��2 dPS

<latexit sha1_base64="MMcPDpAsLcknAJb6SbNXpt5sPcQ=">AAACF3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkVssZSZUtRlwY0rqWgf0BlKJr1tQzMPkoxQSv/Cjb/ixoUibnXn35hpZ6GtFwIn50FyjxdxJpVlfRuZldW19Y3sZm5re2d3z9w/aMowFhQaNOShaHtEAmcBNBRTHNqRAOJ7HFre6CrRWw8gJAuDezWOwPXJIGB9RonSVNcsQ8EBzksO15ke6SaXIj7DN4V66a6IHRXiueM0YdtdM2+VrdngZWCnII/SqXfNL6cX0tiHQFFOpOzYVqTcCRGKUQ7TnBNLiAgdkQF0NAyID9KdzPaa4hPN9HA/FPoECs/Y34kJ8aUc+552+kQN5aKWkP9pnVj1L90JC6JYQUDnD/VjjvW2SUm4xwRQxccaECqY/iumQyIIVbrKnC7BXlx5GTQrZfu8XL2t5muVtI4sOkLHqIBsdIFq6BrVUQNR9Iie0St6M56MF+Pd+JhbM0aaOUR/xvj8AVVknDE=</latexit>

e(`,�`) +N(P, S) ! e(`0) +X

<latexit sha1_base64="QfZjvutehbXxYJ06buqBhiHVVpU=">AAACkHicbVFdb9MwFHUyPkZh0I1HXiwqpCFNXRImtochNsED4mlIdJtUt5Hj3mzebCeyHdRi+ffwf/bGv8FNIwHbrmT56Jx7dO1zi1pwY5PkdxSvPXj46PH6k97TZxvPX/Q3t05N1WgGI1aJSp8X1IDgCkaWWwHntQYqCwFnxfWnpX72A7ThlfpuFzVMJL1QvOSM2kDl/V+E1rWu5piUmjKXepcZj4lpZO44vsLU4x7hyuaO/ARLw6Ulllx5P007z6xV/Kphmv01zPn97XPul6InO/hz7mD3ym+33h0im2n2NtBlGL4LgZ7zjsz7g2SYtIXvgrQDA9TVSd6/IbOKNRKUZYIaM06T2k4c1ZYzAb5HGgM1Zdf0AsYBKirBTFwbqMdvAjPDZaXDURa37L8OR6UxC1mETkntpbmtLcn7tHFjy4OJ46puLCi2GlQ2AtsKL7eDZ1wDs2IRAGWah7didklDbDbssBdCSG9/+S44zYbp++Het73BUdbFsY5eoddoG6VoHx2hL+gEjRCLNqJ30WH0Id6KD+KP8fGqNY46z0v0X8Vf/wCfEMfS</latexit>

⇡ 1

2s

X

ija

Z 1

⇣min

d⇣

⇣2

Z 1

⇠min

d⇠

⇠
De/j(⇣, µ

2) fi/e(⇠, µ
2)

<latexit sha1_base64="5cOhKOAGe6EWHwZew8aNSCDH1XI=">AAACaHicbVFbi9QwGE3rbe16qTdEfAk7CCOW2XZY1McFX/ZJRnB2ByazJU3TnbhJWpKv2jEU/6Nv/gBf/BVmZkfQXQ8EDud8h+Q7KRopLKTpjyC8dv3GzVs7t6PdO3fv3Y8fPDy2dWsYn7Ja1mZWUMul0HwKAiSfNYZTVUh+Upy/W/snn7mxotYfYdXwhaJnWlSCUfBSHn8jIBS3EREactfljhiFldB9f5qRylDmStz1rutJgqvc0f33/bBLiGpPxy9JEpEvouRLCu6oz52gBGr8adYPSScw4VImHZ4ka7JPvnKgf3LRK4IJK2uwOI8H6SjdAF8l2ZYM0BaTPP5Oypq1imtgklo7z9IGFo4aEEzyPiKt5Q1l5/SMzz3V1G+3cJuievzCKyWuauOPBrxR/044qqxdqcJPKgpLe9lbi//z5i1UbxdO6KYFrtnFRVUrse9j3TouheEM5MoTyozwb8VsSX294P8m8iVkl1e+So7Ho+z16ODDweBwvK1jBz1He2iIMvQGHaIjNEFTxNDPYDd4HDwJfoVx+DR8djEaBtvMI/QPwr3fSzm32w==</latexit>

⇥
Z 1

xmin

dx

x
fa/N (x, µ2) bHia!jX(⇠`, xP, `/⇣, µ2) + · · ·

<latexit sha1_base64="LugjzFrbEmyOTFm4cZY90RsXgr0=">AAACGXicbVDNS8MwHE3n15xfVY9egkPmabRzqMeBCB4nuA9Y60jTdAtL05Kkwij9N7z4r3jxoIhHPfnfmG496OaDwMt7vx/Je17MqFSW9W2UVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dPXP/oCujRGDSwRGLRN9DkjDKSUdRxUg/FgSFHiM9b3KV+70HIiSN+J2axsQN0YjTgGKktDQ0reuaEwiEUx86ko5CNEwdwhhsOyqCOavBfpal/v3Z/JYNzapVt2aAy8QuSBUUaA/NT8ePcBISrjBDUg5sK1ZuioSimJGs4iSSxAhP0IgMNOUoJNJNZ8kyeKIVHwaR0IcrOFN/b6QolHIaenoyRGosF71c/M8bJCq4dFPK40QRjucPBQmDOnVeE/SpIFixqSYIC6r/CvEY6aKULrOiS7AXIy+TbqNun9ebt81qq1HUUQZH4BicAhtcgBa4AW3QARg8gmfwCt6MJ+PFeDc+5qMlo9g5BH9gfP0A7D+flQ==</latexit>

E0 d�`P!`0X

d3`0

p

X

l

l'

k'
k P

(a) `0

<latexit sha1_base64="0B0IRRB/ghN1DMjP0Vh+EJfKSPg=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbRU0mktR4LXnqsYNpCW8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0t/gxYMiXv1B3vw3btsIKvpg4PHeDDPzgkRwbVz3w8mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlo5TxdBnsYhVJ6AaBZfoG24EdhKFNAoEtoPJzcJv36PSPJZ3ZppgP6IjyUPOqLGS30MhzgfFklt2lyDfyFWtWvM84mVKCTI0B8X33jBmaYTSMEG17npuYvozqgxnAueFXqoxoWxCR9i1VNIIdX+2PHZOzqwyJGGsbElDlur3iRmNtJ5Gge2MqBnr395C/Mvrpia87s+4TFKDkq0WhakgJiaLz8mQK2RGTC2hTHF7K2FjqigzNp+CDeHrU/I/aV2WvUq5elsp1RtZHHk4gVO4AA9qUIcGNMEHBhwe4AmeHek8Oi/O66o152Qzx/ADztsnmaCOlQ==</latexit>

`
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fa/N (x, µ2)Parton distribution functions (PDFs):
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a = q, g, q̄, e, �, ē, ...

Photon is charge neutral 
QED factorization works 
Nayak, Qiu, Sterman, Phys.Rev.D 72 (2005) 114012

Jianwei Qiu
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Radiative corrections: QED/QCD factorization
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Jianwei Qiu
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Summary and Outlook

q Collision induced QED radiation is an integral part of the lepton-hadron collision  

o Radiative correction approach is difficult for a consistent treatment beyond the inclusive DIS
o No well-defined photon-hadron frame, if we cannot recover all QED radiation
o Radiative corrections are more important for events with high momentum transfers and large phase 

space to shower – such as those at the EIC 

q Factorization approach to include both QCD and QED radiative contributions provides a 
consistent and controllable approximation
o QED radiation is a part of production cross sections, treated in the same way as QCD radiation 

from quarks and gluons
o No artificial and/or process dependent scale(s) introduced for treating QED radiation, other than 

the standard factorization scale, universal lepton distribution and fragmentation functions
o All perturbatively calculable hard parts are IR safe for both QCD and QED
o All lepton mass or resolution sensitivity are included into “Universal” lepton distribution and 

fragmentation functions (or jet functions)
Thank you!

Special thanks to experimental colleagues at JLab for helpful discussions!
More work are needed!
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11

Andrei Afanasev, EICUG Theory WG, Polarized Bethe Heitler Process, 5 Oct 2022

Feynman Diagrams

. SSA in Bethe-Heitler process is due to interference between (real) tree-level 
amplitude and QED loops = O(α) correction that contain absorptive parts

Tree-level real amplitude

QED loop diagrams

Andrei Afanasev, EICUG Theory WG, Polarized Bethe Heitler Process, 5 Oct 2022

Numerical results

Asymmetry less than 0.015% due to O(α)+additional kinematic suppression

Azimuthal angle between 
 and  planes(q1, k1) (q1, p1)

Asymmetry less than 0.015%

Andrei Afanasev
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Radiative corrections to DVCS : interference with BH

12

Andrei Afanasev, EICUG Theory WG, Polarized Bethe Heitler Process, 5 Oct 2022

RC to Polarized DVCS
. Akushevich, Illyichev PRD 98, 013005 (2018) : brem corrections to DVCS 

cross section and asymmetry, (leading-log approx, both e and p detected)

Andrei Afanasev, EICUG Theory WG, Polarized Bethe Heitler Process, 5 Oct 2022

RC to Polarized DVCS
. Akushevich, Illyichev PRD 98, 013005 (2018) : brem corrections to DVCS 

cross section and asymmetry, (leading-log approx, both e and p detected)

Andrei Afanasev, EICUG Theory WG, Polarized Bethe Heitler Process, 5 Oct 2022

RC to Polarized DVCS
. Akushevich, Illyichev PRD 98, 013005 (2018) : brem corrections to DVCS 

cross section and asymmetry, (leading-log approx, both e and p detected)

7

ical point (i.e., for specific x, Q2, t, φ, and beam energy)
and respective Monte Carlo generator [12].
The Fortran code is called DVCSLL. Special keys allow

to choose the part of the cross section (i.e., BH only, BH-
DVCS interference, etc.), the approximation for hadronic
part (exact for BH only or BMK), electron and proton
polarizations, accuracies of integration, and the values
of kinematical variables and the cut on missing mass.
The Monte Carlo generator GenDVCSLL works as a slave
system, i.e., generates one event for a kinematical point
externally given. Additional parameter for the Monte
Carlo generator is ∆.
Thus, DVCSLL is the code to calculate RC to BH pro-

cess in leading approximation. The specific features of
the approach and properties of the results include: i) the
BH cross section of the lowest order in a shifted kine-
matical point is factorized in integrand, ii) no any as-
sumptions about hadronic structure (except of choosing
a specific form for nucleon form factors) are required, iii)
cases of longitudinal and transverse target polarization
are included, iv) higher order correction are included us-
ing a procedure of exponentiation (alternative approach
in terms of electron structure functions was used in [5, 6]),
v) cut on missing energy is implemented, and vi) both
numeric and Monte Carlo integration methods are im-
plemented. BMK approximation is used to describe the
hadronic structure for DVCS. Note that only leading log
correction is implemented. The next-to-leading RC for
the BH cross section of polarized particles is calculated
in [7].
The leading log accuracy is the main uncertainty of

theoretical calculation. Other theoretical uncertainties
the researcher has to keep in mind include i) higher or-
der corrections through exponentiation procedure (not
so high effect is expected), ii) accuracy of numeric inte-
gration (largely under control), and iii) approximations
made when experimental cuts are implemented (could
be tested) and finally resolved (using Monte Carlo gen-
erators). Besides there are physical contributions not
taken into account yet, e.g., the pentagon (or 5-point)
diagrams, i.e., the box diagram with a photon emission
from the lepton line. Another type of uncertainty is the
model dependence, such as the model for the nucleon
formfactors (essential effect is not expected, but needed
to be checked for each specific data analysis) and the
BMK approximation for RC to DVCS.
The design of the Monte Carlo generator BHRadgen is

as follows. The input required by the generator is: i) the
four kinematical variables x, Q2, t, and φ, ii) the value of
∆, iii) beam energy, and iv) the value of V 2

cut. The out-
put is: i) generated channel of scattering for an event, i.e.,
“radiated” (two photons in final state) or “non-radiated”
(one photon in final state), ii) three additional kinemati-
cal variables (to describe an additional photon) generated
for “radiated” event, and iii) the cross section of RC for
any event. The cross sections and distributions over ad-
ditional kinematical variables are calculated for the given
kinematical point (x, Q2, t, and φ). Then any number

of events are simulated using this information. If simula-
tion of many events is required for a certain kinematical
point, then the program is efficient. However, the com-
putation is not so fast if the point needs to be simulated
for each event. Approaches to accelerate generation of
an event could include: i) a look-up table storing infor-
mation about additional photon energies and angles in
a kinematical region, ii) relaxation of requirements to
the accuracy of Monte Carlo integration, and iii) using a
numeric approach for integration and calculation of dis-
tribution over additional photonic variables. Collinear
kinematics is used for simulation of photonic angles. In-
stead, the distribution can be used from integrand over
photonic angles. The calculation is based on the lead-
ing log approximation. Next-to-leading corrections can
be implemented using results for the RC calculation with
the next-to-leading accuracy [7]. In this case new analyt-
ical results for the distribution over additional photonic
variables need to be obtained and implemented. Current
code was obtained using the results integrated over two
angles of an additional photon. Exact formulae are im-
plemented for the BH only. Contributions of DVCS are
calculated in the BMK approximation.

V. NUMERIC ANALYSIS

The experimental access to characteristics of the DVCS
amplitudes is provided by the measurement of the beam
spin asymmetry (11). The observed asymmetry can be
represented as

A = A1γ
δp
δu

, (45)

where δu,p are RC factors for unpolarized (i.e., presented
in the denominator of A1γ) and polarized (i.e., presented
in the nominator of A1γ) parts of the cross section. The
relative correction to asymmetry is defined as:

δA =
A−A1γ

A1γ
. (46)

The results for φ- and t- dependencies are presented in
Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively. RC is much higher
in the region of 90o < φ <270o and small value of −t. It
is clear that the largest contribution to RC comes from
collinear kinematics when w0 or u0 is minimal. Minimal
values of these quantities can be achieved in this region
when −t trends to its minimum values, cosφ is negative
and the absolute minimum is of order m2 for φ=180o.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The steps requiring for calculation of RC to BH and
DVCS cross sections are: i) matrix element squared,
ii) integration over loops and taking care on ultravio-
let divergence (i.e., making the electron charge and mass

Andrei Afanasev
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Diffraction : exclusive VM and dips

13

Vector meson production: �⇤
+ p ! J/ + p

Ω

Need at least 2 gluons for exclusivity, very sensitive probe

Momentum transfer measurable, conjugate to geometry

Coherent cross section ⇠ average spatial distribution of
gluons at small x

Scattering amplitude in dipole picture

�iA�⇤A!VA ⇠
Z

d2bd2r
dz

4⇡
e�ib·� qq̄

�⇤(r, z)N⌦(r,b,Y ) qq̄⇤
V (r, z)

d�coherent

dt
=

1

16⇡

���hA�⇤A!VAi⌦
���
2

A particular advantage of the dipole picture:
simultaneous descrpition of inclusive and di↵ractive observables

using the same degrees of freedom
Heikki Mäntysaari (JYU) Dips 16.2.2023 3 / 17

Probing high density gluonic matter in DIS: CGC and dipole picture

Inclusive cross section

Optical theorem:
��⇤p ⇠  ⇤ ⌦ ⌦ N

⇠ dipole N ⇠ “gluon structure”

Ω

Di↵ractive processes

Exclusive process:
A ⇠

R
d2be�ib·� ⇤ ⌦ V ⌦ N

Dipole picture at high energy: �⇤ ! qq̄ fluctuation has a long lifetime ) factorization

Dipole amplitude N: eikonal propagation in the color field, resumming multiple scattering
Center-of-mass energy dependence perturbative: BK/JIMWLK

Heikki Mäntysaari (JYU) Dips 16.2.2023 2 / 17

Why di↵ractive minima
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FIG. 8: Left: Di�erential vector meson cross-sections for J/�, as a function of |t| within the IP-Sat, b-CGC and 1-
Pomeron models with a fixed mc = 1.27 GeV at HERA. Right: Results obtained from the IP-Sat and 1-Pomeron models
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FIG. 1. Coherent and incoherent J/� photoproduction cross
section calculated from the CGC framework with and without
proton shape fluctuations compared to the H1 data [76]. The
bands show statistical uncertainties of the calculations.

FIG. 2. Total coherent J/� photoproduction cross section
in � + p scattering compared to the H1 [76, 77], ZEUS [78],
ALICE [11, 12] and LHCb [16, 17] data. For comparison
the calculation using the IPsat parametrization for the dipole
amplitude from Ref. [54] is also shown.

IV. RESULTS

A. Vector meson spectra at the LHC

The coherent J/� production cross section in ultra pe-
ripheral lead-lead collisions at the LHC as measured by
the ALICE Collaboration [15] and calculated from the
CGC setup is shown in Fig. 3. The transverse momen-
tum spectra are shown in Fig. 3a, and in order to more
precisely compare the theory calculations to the experi-
mental data we show in Fig. 3b the calculated cross sec-
tions divided by the ALICE data in the experimental J/�
transverse momentum pT = |p| bins.

The main result from our setup is labeled as CGC, and
includes saturation e�ects, a non-zero photon transverse
momentum and the interference e�ect. We also show

separately the result obtained by neglecting the photon
transverse momentum k but including the interference
e�ect corresponding to Eq. (9) (referred to as Interfer-
ence, no kT ), and by neglecting both the interference and
the photon k corresponding to Eq. (10) (referred to as No
interference, no kT ). Nucleon substructure fluctuations
are not included in any theory calculation here as they
have a negligible e�ect on the shape of the coherent spec-
tra. The dotted line (Form factor) shows the squared
two dimensional Fourier transform of the Woods-Saxon
density profile, which is the result we would approxima-
tively get in the absence of non-linear e�ects assuming
that the dipole scattering amplitude is proportional to
the nuclear thickness [31] as e.g. in the IPnonsat model
discussed in Ref. [54], and neglecting interference and the
photon transverse momentum.

The nucleon density is fixed in Sec. III by comparing to
the HERA data, but the uncertainties in the data limit
how accurately the proportionality constant between Qs

and g2µ in Eq. (16), which controls the overall normal-
ization, can be determined. However, as we will discuss
in more detail below, this procedure in genreal leads to
a too large normalization for the coherent cross section
with nuclear targets compared to experimental data. As
at this point we are interested in the shape of the spectra,
which probe the nuclear geometry, the theory calcula-
tions compared to the ALICE measurements are normal-
ized by a constant factor determined such that the full
CGC calculation matches the ALICE data in the second-
to-lowest transverse momentum bin. Consequently, we
only include statistical and uncorrelated systematical un-
certainties (added in quadrature) to the experimental er-
ror bands that are shown in the figures. The applied
normalization factor is shown in the figure.

The non-linear e�ects included in the CGC calculation
are found to significantly improve the description of the
ALICE data (we however note that a pT spectrum that
di�ers from the form factor has also been obtained in
Ref. [92] without including non-linear dynamics). The
fact that gluon saturation leads to a steeper spectrum is
expected, as at the center of the nucleus one is closer to
the black disc limit and the density profile of the nucleus
starts to resemble that of a step function instead of the
Woods-Saxon profile. We will demonstrate this e�ect in
more detail later when discussing Fig. 8. However, even
with the non-linear dynamics included we do not get as
steeply falling spectra as seen in the ALICE data. The
photon transverse momentum has the important e�ect of
smearing out the first di�ractive minimum almost com-
pletely.

In order to illustrate in more detail the role of the in-
terference e�ect we show the smallest p2

T part of the spec-
trum again in Fig. 4a. Here we clearly see how the inter-
ference e�ect suppresses the cross section in the very low
p2

T � 0.0005 GeV2 region. We note that the description
of the ALICE data does not require the inclusion of this
e�ect. To quantify the interference e�ect and the role of
the photon transverse momentum in more detail we show
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FIG. 1. Coherent and incoherent J/� photoproduction cross
section calculated from the CGC framework with and without
proton shape fluctuations compared to the H1 data [76]. The
bands show statistical uncertainties of the calculations.

FIG. 2. Total coherent J/� photoproduction cross section
in � + p scattering compared to the H1 [76, 77], ZEUS [78],
ALICE [11, 12] and LHCb [16, 17] data. For comparison
the calculation using the IPsat parametrization for the dipole
amplitude from Ref. [54] is also shown.
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ripheral lead-lead collisions at the LHC as measured by
the ALICE Collaboration [15] and calculated from the
CGC setup is shown in Fig. 3. The transverse momen-
tum spectra are shown in Fig. 3a, and in order to more
precisely compare the theory calculations to the experi-
mental data we show in Fig. 3b the calculated cross sec-
tions divided by the ALICE data in the experimental J/�
transverse momentum pT = |p| bins.

The main result from our setup is labeled as CGC, and
includes saturation e�ects, a non-zero photon transverse
momentum and the interference e�ect. We also show

separately the result obtained by neglecting the photon
transverse momentum k but including the interference
e�ect corresponding to Eq. (9) (referred to as Interfer-
ence, no kT ), and by neglecting both the interference and
the photon k corresponding to Eq. (10) (referred to as No
interference, no kT ). Nucleon substructure fluctuations
are not included in any theory calculation here as they
have a negligible e�ect on the shape of the coherent spec-
tra. The dotted line (Form factor) shows the squared
two dimensional Fourier transform of the Woods-Saxon
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a too large normalization for the coherent cross section
with nuclear targets compared to experimental data. As
at this point we are interested in the shape of the spectra,
which probe the nuclear geometry, the theory calcula-
tions compared to the ALICE measurements are normal-
ized by a constant factor determined such that the full
CGC calculation matches the ALICE data in the second-
to-lowest transverse momentum bin. Consequently, we
only include statistical and uncorrelated systematical un-
certainties (added in quadrature) to the experimental er-
ror bands that are shown in the figures. The applied
normalization factor is shown in the figure.

The non-linear e�ects included in the CGC calculation
are found to significantly improve the description of the
ALICE data (we however note that a pT spectrum that
di�ers from the form factor has also been obtained in
Ref. [92] without including non-linear dynamics). The
fact that gluon saturation leads to a steeper spectrum is
expected, as at the center of the nucleus one is closer to
the black disc limit and the density profile of the nucleus
starts to resemble that of a step function instead of the
Woods-Saxon profile. We will demonstrate this e�ect in
more detail later when discussing Fig. 8. However, even
with the non-linear dynamics included we do not get as
steeply falling spectra as seen in the ALICE data. The
photon transverse momentum has the important e�ect of
smearing out the first di�ractive minimum almost com-
pletely.

In order to illustrate in more detail the role of the in-
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ference e�ect suppresses the cross section in the very low
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FIG. 1. Coherent and incoherent J/� photoproduction cross
section calculated from the CGC framework with and without
proton shape fluctuations compared to the H1 data [76]. The
bands show statistical uncertainties of the calculations.

FIG. 2. Total coherent J/� photoproduction cross section
in � + p scattering compared to the H1 [76, 77], ZEUS [78],
ALICE [11, 12] and LHCb [16, 17] data. For comparison
the calculation using the IPsat parametrization for the dipole
amplitude from Ref. [54] is also shown.
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separately the result obtained by neglecting the photon
transverse momentum k but including the interference
e�ect corresponding to Eq. (9) (referred to as Interfer-
ence, no kT ), and by neglecting both the interference and
the photon k corresponding to Eq. (10) (referred to as No
interference, no kT ). Nucleon substructure fluctuations
are not included in any theory calculation here as they
have a negligible e�ect on the shape of the coherent spec-
tra. The dotted line (Form factor) shows the squared
two dimensional Fourier transform of the Woods-Saxon
density profile, which is the result we would approxima-
tively get in the absence of non-linear e�ects assuming
that the dipole scattering amplitude is proportional to
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discussed in Ref. [54], and neglecting interference and the
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ization, can be determined. However, as we will discuss
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a too large normalization for the coherent cross section
with nuclear targets compared to experimental data. As
at this point we are interested in the shape of the spectra,
which probe the nuclear geometry, the theory calcula-
tions compared to the ALICE measurements are normal-
ized by a constant factor determined such that the full
CGC calculation matches the ALICE data in the second-
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only include statistical and uncorrelated systematical un-
certainties (added in quadrature) to the experimental er-
ror bands that are shown in the figures. The applied
normalization factor is shown in the figure.

The non-linear e�ects included in the CGC calculation
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di�ers from the form factor has also been obtained in
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expected, as at the center of the nucleus one is closer to
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starts to resemble that of a step function instead of the
Woods-Saxon profile. We will demonstrate this e�ect in
more detail later when discussing Fig. 8. However, even
with the non-linear dynamics included we do not get as
steeply falling spectra as seen in the ALICE data. The
photon transverse momentum has the important e�ect of
smearing out the first di�ractive minimum almost com-
pletely.

In order to illustrate in more detail the role of the in-
terference e�ect we show the smallest p2

T part of the spec-
trum again in Fig. 4a. Here we clearly see how the inter-
ference e�ect suppresses the cross section in the very low
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Diffraction : exclusive VM on deuteron

Predictions for the EIC: deuteron wave function
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Hulthen vs Argonnev18 wave functions:

Coherent spectra at |t| & 0.3GeV�2

sensitive to short range correlations in WF

Di↵erence similar also after the JIMWLK
evolution, but dips ! smaller |t|
Note: same RMS sizes, dip position di↵ers
due to di↵erent shapes

Tiny e↵ect on the incoherent cross section

Observing the dip would require a huge
reduction of the incoherent background
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Diffraction in UPCs
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Heavy nuclei

LHC data ⇡ � + Pb

H.M, Salazar, Schenke, 2207.03712

Large A: dips are at very small t

ALICE, LHCb have measured in this t range

Non-linear dynamics important (xP ⇡ 0.0006):
Form factor = linearized calculation

Saturation e↵ects modify the t spectra – including
the dip location

Extreme black disck limit: step function

Here non-zero photont kT washes out the dip
Also small interference e↵ect at p2T ⇡ 0

EIC: in principle can remove the photon kT by
measuring the outgoing electron.
How accurately in practice?
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Diffractive dips : experimental considerations
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Coherent-only cross section
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• Again, pT2 is used as proxy for t

• Correction is just simple integral of reconstructed counts over truth

• Efficiency vs Q2 is mostly constant but composed of many parts: e’ efficiency (track & 

cluster), charged decay products, PID cuts, kinematic constraints, etc. 

• Aggregate efficiency is 40% for ee, 60% for µµ.  Expect 15% systematics or better, as 

many efficiencies should be measurable in data using tag & probe technique

• Tracking resolution sufficient for observation of “kinks” in the µµ channel - weaker for ee

Peter Steinberg
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Incoherent background
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Cutting incoherent backgrounds
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Figure 43: IP8 configuration layout.
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Figure 44: Background veto efficiency plot for the ePb diffractive J/y electroproduction
study with IP6 and IP8 configuration, note that the IP8 distribution is shaded in yellow.
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50

Simple representation of removing events with successive cuts 
on the ECCE forward detectors, at moderate t > 0.075 GeV2

Much of the work done by the ZDCs, both neutrons and forward EM, 
with B0 next in line (although B0 photon detection wasn’t working…) 

See Chang et al, for a complementary BeAGLE study  
Phys.Rev.D 104 (2021) 11, 114030

Figure 58: Top left and right plots show RP occupancy xL versus ✓ in BeAGLE for layer 1 and layer 3 (near the secondary focus) while the 10� beam cut is not
applied; bottom left and right show the same for the case when the 10� beam cut is applied. xL is defined as the rigidity fraction: (p/Z)/(p/Z)beam. Note the di↵erent
scales on the plots.
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Roman pot acceptance insufficient for e+Pb, much improved for e+Zr (see 2208.14575) 
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• Total J/ψ yield compared to signal (filled) and incoherent (dashed histogram) 
• Expect improvements with further optimization of detector design (e.g. B0 EMCal) 

and analysis methodology  


• Backgrounds modest up to second diffractive peak 
• Cut more effective at larger t, but signal distribution drops rapidly

Coherent+incoherent background
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• Total J/ψ yield compared to signal (filled) and incoherent (dashed histogram) 
• Expect improvements with further optimization of detector design (e.g. B0 EMCal) 

and analysis methodology  


• Backgrounds modest up to second diffractive peak 
• Cut more effective at larger t, but signal distribution drops rapidly

Coherent+incoherent background
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• Total J/ψ yield compared to signal (filled) and incoherent (dashed histogram) 
• Expect improvements with further optimization of detector design (e.g. B0 EMCal) 

and analysis methodology  


• Backgrounds modest up to second diffractive peak 
• Cut more effective at larger t, but signal distribution drops rapidly

Peter Steinberg
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Coherent VM production on light nuclei
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14Matteo Rinaldi                                                   Theory WG meeting

The cross-section for J/4 exclusive production @EIC 
LT parton shadowing for J/Ψ coherent production off He (gluon GPDs in He)
(Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman Phys. Rep. 512 (2012) 255)

Parameters:

- B0 
- � (�0 )=Re(f )/Im(f) for

- moments < �i > chosen for the specific final  

   state and the specific kinematics   
  (Guzey et al. PRC 93 (2016) 055206). 

The model has been tested in J/4  photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at the LHC(V. Guzey and M. Zhalov, JHEP 10, 207 (2013))          
                      

Matteo Rinaldi
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18Matteo Rinaldi                                                   Theory WG meeting

Results for J/4 exclusive production @EIC: xB ≈ 10-3
V. Guzey, M. R., S. Scopetta, M. Strikman and M. Viviani, PRL 129 (2022) 24, 24503

4He
3He

✔ 1-body + 2-body re-scatterings dominate the cross-sections shift of the minimum due to 2-body dynamics

✔ 1-body dynamics under theoretical control: very good chances to disentangle

✔ 2-body dynamics (LT gluon shadowing)

✔ unique opportunity to access the real part of the scattering amplitudes in a wide range of t

✔ The position of the minimum is extremely sensitive to dynamics and the structure! 

Error bars account:

 -10% of variation for B0

-15 of variation in < �2 > 

Coherent VM production on light nuclei

Matteo Rinaldi
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Elastic scattering off nuclei: beyond single photon approximation

20

Elastic electron scattering off nuclei
• Electron scattering off nuclei has been used to determine the charge
distribution of many nucleus. It is a standard tool. Well established for
spin‐0 nuclei

• Plane wave plus single photon exchange approximation, that is first
order Born approximation (PWBA): factorizes the Mott cross‐section
times the Fourier transform of the nuclear charge distributionJose Manuel Udias

However, to compare with
data the PWBA results are 
not good enough. The data 
show minima filled in and the
maxima semared. The cross‐
section is shifted with
regards to the data

28Si
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Distorted wave Born approximation

21

PWBA, DWBA Z=0.2

DWBA Z=1

DWBA Z=2

DWBA Z=5

DWBA Z=10

Gold 3p Fermi charge density. Electron beam of 2000 MeV, full partial wave calculations

DWBA Z=20

DWBA Z=50

DWBA Z=79
The shift of Q (effective Q) gets
reduced with beam energy

The focusing effect does not
Dissappear nor gets reduced with
Increasing electron energy!!!!

This is due to the nature
of the Coulomb potential, which
does not go to zero fast enough

This is also the reason why the
expansions in power of Zα/k are 
not very practical, they converge 
only asymptotically

Relevant for low and intermediate energies 

Is there an effect at EIC and diffraction ?

Jose Manuel Udias
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Good-Walker picture for diffraction
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Miettinen-Pumplin: Cross Sections

4

Total cross section:  

 

Elastic cross section: 

 

Incoherent diffractive cross section: 

  

dσtot /d2b⃗ = 2⟨t⟩

dσel/d2b⃗ = ⟨t⟩2

dσdiff /d2b⃗ = ∑
k

|⟨ψk | ImT |B⟩ |2 − dσel/d2b⃗ = ∑
k

|⟨ψk | ImT |∑
i

Ci |ψi⟩ |2 − dσel/d2b⃗

= ∑
k,i

|⟨ψk |Citi |ψi⟩ |2 − dσel/d2b⃗ = ∑
k,i

δik |Citi |2 − dσel/d2b⃗ = ∑
k

|Ck |2 t2
k − ⟨t⟩2 = ⟨t2⟩ − ⟨t⟩2

dσdiff /d2b⃗ = ⟨t2⟩ − ⟨t⟩2

H. I. Miettinen and J. Pumplin, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 1696
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Miettinen-Pumplin: Optical Model Formulation

3

Target: Average optical potential


Beam particle:   (linear combination of the eigenstates of diffraction )


With  the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude operator, we have


 


with  the probability for eigenstate  to interact with the target (absorption coefficients)


Normalize: 


Elastic scattering: 

|B⟩ = ∑
k

Ck |ψk⟩ |ψk⟩

ImT = 1 − ReS

ImT |ψk⟩ = tk |ψk⟩

tk |ψk⟩

⟨B |B⟩ = ∑
k

|Ck |2 = 1

⟨B | ImT |B⟩ = ∑
k

|Ck |2 tk = ⟨t⟩

H. I. Miettinen and J. Pumplin, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 1696Bjoern Schenke
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Diffractive VM cross section in the dipole picture
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Diffractive vector meson production

6

- Coherent diffraction:  

- Incoherent diffraction:  

dσγ*p→Vp

dt
= 1

16π ⟨Aγ*p→Vp (xP, Q2, ⃗Δ)⟩
2

dσγ*p→Vp*

dt
= 1

16π (⟨ Aγ*p→Vp (xP, Q2, ⃗Δ)
2

⟩ − ⟨Aγ*p→Vp (xP, Q2, ⃗Δ)⟩
2

)

H. Kowalski, L. Motyka, G. Watt, Phys.Rev. D 74 (2006) 074016 
A. Caldwell, H. Kowlaski, EDS 09, 190-192, e-Print: 0909.1254 [hep-ph] 
M. L. Good and W. D. Walker, Phys. Rev. 120 (1960) 1857 
H. I. Miettinen and J. Pumplin, Phys. Rev. D18 (1978) 1696 
Y. V. Kovchegov and L. D. McLerran, Phys. Rev. D60 (1999) 054025 
A. Kovner and U. A. Wiedemann, Phys. Rev. D64 (2001) 114002

sensitive to the average size of the target

sensitive to fluctuations (including geometric ones)
Dipole picture: Scattering amplitude

7

H. Mäntysaari, B. Schenke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117 (2016) 052301; Phys.Rev. D94 (2016) 034042 

High energy factorization:

•   

•  dipole scatters with amplitude 

•

γ * → qq̄ : ψγ(r, Q2, z)
qq̄ N
qq̄ → V : ψV(r, Q2, z)

A ∼ ∫ d2b dz d2r ψ*ψV( ⃗r, z, Q2)e−ib⃗⋅ ⃗ΔN( ⃗r, x, b⃗)
• Impact parameter b is the Fourier conjugate of transverse 

momentum transfer Δ → Access to spatial structure ( )
t = − Δ2

Dipole picture: Scattering amplitude

7

H. Mäntysaari, B. Schenke, Phys. Rev. Lett. 117 (2016) 052301; Phys.Rev. D94 (2016) 034042 

High energy factorization:

•   

•  dipole scatters with amplitude 

•

γ * → qq̄ : ψγ(r, Q2, z)
qq̄ N
qq̄ → V : ψV(r, Q2, z)

A ∼ ∫ d2b dz d2r ψ*ψV( ⃗r, z, Q2)e−ib⃗⋅ ⃗ΔN( ⃗r, x, b⃗)
• Impact parameter b is the Fourier conjugate of transverse 

momentum transfer Δ → Access to spatial structure ( )
t = − Δ2

Bjoern Schenke
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Diffractive VM cross section: incoherent

24

Information in the diffractive cross sections

16 H1 Collaboration, Eur. Phys. J. C73 (2013) no. 6 2466
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Bjoern Schenke
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Limitations of Good - Walker
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Spencer Klein

Examples of coherent photoproduction where 
Good-Walker predicts it should not occur

! Coherent peak with pT ~ hbar/RA

! AA -> A*A* V
" Coherent photoproduction with nuclear 

excitation

! All published STAR UPC analyses 
REQUIRE mutual Coulomb excitation in 
trigger

! ALICE also sees coherent photoproduction 
in events containing neutrons

! Can be explained by diagram with 
independent photon emission
" Also possible with single photons, 

especially at larger pT

! Good-Walker does not have an exception 
for mostly separable reactions 5

STAR, Phys. Rev C77, 034910 (2008)

Ion may be virtual

Coherent photoproduction in peripheral 
collisions

! Coherent J/y photoproduction in 
peripheral hadronic collisions
" Peak at pT < ~ hbar/RA

! Seen by ALICE and STAR

6L. Massacrier for ALICE, arXiv:1902.03637

Coherent photoproduction in peripheral 
collisions

! Coherent J/y photoproduction in 
peripheral hadronic collisions
" Peak at pT < ~ hbar/RA

! Seen by ALICE and STAR

6L. Massacrier for ALICE, arXiv:1902.03637

Coherent photoproduction in peripheral 
collisions

! Coherent J/y photoproduction in 
peripheral hadronic collisions
" Peak at pT < ~ hbar/RA

! Seen by ALICE and STAR

6L. Massacrier for ALICE, arXiv:1902.03637
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Undetected particles

26

Other possible sub-reactions
! Bremsstrahlung from the ion

" 1/k photon energy spectrum
# Logarithmically divergent

! Pair production
" Electron mass keeps cross-section finite, but large

# 200,000 barns for Pb-Pb at the LHC
# P(pair) ~ >1 for b>= 2 RA

# Lepton pT peaked at ~ few me

# Leptons are at large rapidity
" Most of these pairs are invisible

! There are many ways to have additional, unseen particles
! Little change to overall kinematics, but Good-Walker requires 

exclusive reactions!

8
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Spencer Klein
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Challenges to GW formulation

27

Conclusions

! The Good-Walker approach connects coherent photoproduction 
with the transverse distribution of targets, and incoherent 
photoproduction with target fluctuations.

! We observe coherent VM photoproduction in two regimes where 
GW says it should not be present.  A semi-classical calculation 
can explain this data.

! GW expects a single incident photon, whereas UPCs and eA
collisions may involve multiple photons.

! There are many ways for VM photoproduction to produce unseen 
particles, complicating the separation into coherent and 
incoherent interactions, further confusing the picture.

! The GW formalism should be extended to account for more 
complicated reactions involving additional particles.  Coherent 
production might gradually disappear in the presence of soft 
particles, rather than the current abrupt disappearance. 

18

Spencer Klein
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Summary and outlook

28

• Radiative corrections: input parametrization vs theory modeling. Comparison ? 

• Polarization  influence on the photon spectrum in Bethe-Heitler: talk by Dhevan 
Gangadharan on 28.07. 

• Reality of dips in diffraction ? More theoretical models needed, smearing of 
depth dips or position. 

• Radiative corrections impact on acceptance of electron in diffraction 

• Inclusive diffraction: more theory work needed (generators) 

• Validity of Good-Walker picture : coherent peak in reactions where GW does not 
predict coherent, stable/unstable particles, undetected particles, gradual 
transition 

https://wiki.bnl.gov/eicug/index.php/Theory
Please submit  suggestions through:

Few notes:


